
Timed If-Else and Error Quiz    Name _________________________________  Period ___ 

A. Answer these questions about errors.  Turn this in as soon as you finish with it, to get the second part. 

Below you will see some code and an error statement related to the code. For each of the following errors, indicate what 
the problem is OR how to fix it. Be specific so it is clear that you understand the error specific to the example. 

  
1.  Code 

double len = 5.0; 
 print (len); 
        } 
         
        public static print (double length) 
        { 
         System.out.println(length); 
        } 

Error: invalid method declaration; return type required 
        public static  print (double length) 
                     ^ 
Describe How to Fix: __________________________________________________________________ 

2.   Error: cannot find symbol 

symbol: variable inches 

Code: ft = inches / X; 
  ^ 
Describe Problem: ____________________________________________________________ 

3.   Error: method inToFt in class UnitConverter cannot be applied to given types; 

required: no arguments 

found: double 

reason: actual and formal argument lists differ in length 

Code: y = u.inToFt(x);  
            ^ 

    elsewhere code is : public double inToFt(){ 

Describe Problem: __________________________________________________________________ 

Turn this in right away so you can do your program!  Don’t delay – this is timed!   

 

Part 2      Name ___________________________  Period ____ 

B. Type, compile, execute, and test the following program THEN ask your teacher to grade you.  YOU WILL BE GRADED ONCE.  

Your teacher will ask to see the source code and the terminal window (to see the program has run). 

 You can write the entire program as one class with one method (main). 

 Accept an integer from the user (use a Scanner) and tell (print) if the integer is a multiple of 5 or not. 

 Use if-else.  To determine if you have a multiple of 5, consider modulus… 

 Please do not use any structures not taught in class or included in this assignment prompt. 

Item Earned Possible 

If-else block(s) – keywords used correctly, condition(s) appropriate, 
statements appropriate 

 5 

Runs correctly with reasonable output based on differing input  3 

Run and indentation  2 

TOTAL  10 

 


